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During the mid-1990s, for the first time, knee surgeons

were confronted with computer navigation: a new tech-

nology that promised to become one of the most important

innovations in orthopaedic surgery.

Those were the days when better, faster, and cheaper

computers became available to everybody, the internet was

booming, and we all started buying GPS navigation kits for

our cars. At that time, it seemed very logical that 10 years

later, we all would be using computers for guiding us

through virtually every arthroplasty procedure.

The first CAS publications appeared to confirm these

expectations. Surgeons who were using computer navigation

achieved better accuracy for parameters that we believed

were important [1–4, 6]. Attempts to improve the ease of use

of the systems rapidly followed, surgical robots were

developed, and navigation machines were sold as sweet

cakes to doctors, hospitals, and implant manufacturers [5].

But look where we are now 15 years later.

Navigation machines are standing in the corridors cov-

ered by blankets. Several navigation and robotic companies

went bankrupt or stopped their business. Only a minority of

surgeons continue to use navigation for their standard

technique in total or unicondylar knee arthroplasties,

osteotomies, or ACL reconstructions [5].

Why did this happen? How is it possible that a tech-

nology that undeniably leads to better surgical accuracy did

not break through so far?

The answer I believe lies in the end product of what we

aim to achieve as knee surgeons; the final result for the

patient.

And this is where the shoe hurts.

Where are the clinical data that confirm that improved

accuracy as obtained with navigation leads to better clinical

results? Where are the papers that demonstrate better

clinical performance or better survivorship for cases

operated on with navigation?

We don’t see them coming.

In this journal, one or more papers on computer navi-

gated studies are published almost every month, but you

won’t find a single publication demonstrating undeniable

superiority in overall clinical outcome in favour of CAS.

Such reports simply do not exist [1, 2, 4]. And yet, the

clinical data must be out there somewhere. Thousands of

CAS patients have now been operated with follow-up

longer than 10 years.

The fact that nobody has been able to demonstrate

clinical superiority in these patients could mean two things.

Either there is no clinical superiority, in other words the

improvement in surgical accuracy is marginal and of no

clinical influence, or secondly, the improvement in accu-

racy is counteracted by factors such as increased operating

time, increased complication rate, or other downsides

associated with CAS.

If this assumption is correct, CAS believers are facing

hard times ahead.

It would mean that such papers will never come. And as

a consequence CAS would disappear. This might sound

bizarre in our over-computerized society, but why would

we continue to use expensive and cumbersome technology

if the final result for the patient is not any better?

Therefore, my friends CAS believers: D-day is

approaching for you guys. Either you show us fast that

outcome in CAS patients is better, or you lose the battle.

Also, you may not forget that the current socio-economic

trend is against you, CAS believers. Retaining quality with
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non-inferiority is the current code sentence for health care

politicians. If surgeons can achieve the same quality in end

result but at a cheaper price, that will be the way they will

force us to go!

But on the other hand, this also may be your golden

opportunity! Why don’t you try to use CAS for making the

procedures cheaper! For a total knee, we need seven boxes

of instruments today that need to be transported between

centres and sterilized 5 times a week. The costs associated

with this inventory traffic and maintenance is enormous.

Whereas with a computerized system, you could do the

operation in theory just with a navigated saw and chisel!

And let us be honest; today, a decent computer only costs a

few hundred Euro. Together with a couple of Steinmann

pins and six LEDs we are set!

Therefore, my advice to the CAS supporters is to stop

focussing on clinical outcome. You will never be able to

convince us on that. If CAS could lead to better clinical

results, we would have already seen the proof of that by

now. Instead, make your machines more user friendly! And

cheaper! Then our initial enthusiasm for this technology

will return, and knee surgeons will again become eager to

use and operate with CAS.

But remember, time is not on your side. The clock is

ticking. D-day for CAS is approaching. And it might turn

out that the D stands for Disillusion…
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